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1.	Who	are	we		?	
	
My	husband	Phil	Bolger	worked	
independently	designing	boats	
out	of	Gloucester	between	1952	
and	2009.		
He	produced	680	Designs		
	

Beginning	March	1948	he	
discussed	his	work	in	hundreds	
of	arPcles	in	popular	magazines.	
Since	1972	he	wrote	6	books	on	
his	work,	and	four	more	book-
manuscripts	are	due	to	be	
published.	
	
He	died	May	24,	2009	at	81.	
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Phil	Bolger’s	Design-Work	seen	on	Movie-Screens	Worldwide	
Since	1968/69	Phil	Bolger’s	largest	Design	–	“HMS	Rose”	–	by	2003	a	Lead	Movie-Actress:	

His	Design	#225	“H.M.S.	Rose”,	measuring	115-foot,	13,000	square-feet	of	sail,	450-tons	as	the	24-gun	three-
masted	square-rigger	frigate,	became	the	lead	actress	as	‘HMS	Surprise”	in	the		

2003	20th	Century-Fox	Movie	“Master	and	Commander”	also	starring	Russell	Crowe	and	Paul	Bethany.	



Between	1994	and	2009	we	worked	and	lived	together,	joined	in	
marriage	and	full-Pme	Design-Work	across	some		

60	Designs,	with	work	discussed	in	well	over	250	arPcles.		



The	Archive	of	Phil	Bolger	&	Friends	Inc.	covers	
a	lot	of	pleasure-	and	quite	a	few		

commercial	crae,	with	designs	ranging		
from	40lbs	to	450-tons	in	Weight.	

	







A	Sequence	of	work	with	the	US	Navy		since	2002	
and	US	Marine	Corps	since	2013	–	here	e.g.	“LCU-F”	









And	here	two	samples	of	Fishing-Crae:		
A	Dragger	and	a	Lobsterboat	for	Gloucester	Fishers	



2.  The	Science-Philosophical	Challenge	
The	Commercial	Fishing	Industry	consists		

																	of	Two	Co-Equal	Elements	-		
																the	‘Resource’	and	the	Fleet:	 
-	1.	The	Resource	of	fish,	shell-fish	etc.,	and	
-	2.	the	Fishing-Fleet,	without	which	there’d	be		
							no	fishing	industry.	
	
Both	are	CO-EQUAL	!		
There	would	be	no	industry	without	either	half.		
They	are	two	50%	parts	of	one	100%	whole.	
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However,	98+%	of	all	discussions	related	to	Com-
mercial	Fishing	cover	only	one	50%	part	-	'The	
Resource'.		This	can	thus	be	called	the	50%	Model.	
	
In	stark	contrast	to	this	massive	amount	of	alenPon,		
THE	OTHER	50%	of	what	makes	up	this	industry	in	its	
100%	breadth	-	the	Fleet-Structure	and	its	Daily	
OperaPons	(plus	Shore-Side	Infrastructure)	–	go	
largely	ignored	in	these	efforts.		
	
Therefore,	well	into	2016	we	find	a	Persistent	Tragic	
Prevalence	of	the	50%	Model	in	Fleet-Governance	-	
even	in	EBFM-discussions	(EcoSystem-Based	Fisheries	
Management).	
	
	



Under	this	steadfastly-insisted-upon	fixaPon	with	the	
50%	model	of	industry-governance,	the	Commercial	
Fishing-Industry	is	thus	the	last	Industry	of	
TransportaWon	that	has	not	seen	any	Research	&	
Development	Programs	into	21st-century	LOW-
CARBON	Fleet-Economics.			
					There	sWll	is	no	regulatory	process	underway	to				
link	Low-to-Least	Carbon	Fleet-Economics	with	
Resource-Ecology	!			
					Neither	scienPsts,	ecologists	nor	regulators	appear	
concerned	with	the	inherently-fractured	logic	of	
alempPng	Industry-Governance	and	even	EBFM	with	
a	de	facto	mostly	‘70-‘80s-era	design-concepts	based		
High-Carbon	Fleet.															But	things	are	worse	yet…		



By	2016	over	22	years	of	hard	NOAA	Technical	
ProhibiPons	against	Fleet-InnovaPon	towards	Low-
Carbon	Fishing-Crae,	Catch-Methods	and	OperaPons	!	
	
StarPng	here	in	New	England	in	1994,	and	going	
‘federal’	by	1999,	NOAA/NMFS	insPtuted	regulatory	
dictates	around	technical/operaWonal	assumpWons	
that	never	were	coherent	and	certainly	have	proven	
themselves	to	be	untenable	in	all	sorts	of	ways	since.			
	
Their	iniPal	hopes	seemed	laudable	enough	in	their	
interest	to	Limit	Fleet-Growth	that	would	otherwise	
quickly	outstrip	the	resources	capacity	to	support	that	
growing	fleet’s	economics.		



	
Their	regulatory	assumpPons	were	that	purng	hard	
Upper	Limits	on			
-	(so-called)	‘Tonnage’,		
-	Horsepower,		
-	Length,		
would	limit	the	growth	of	the	fleet	and	thus	its	
appePte	for	the	resource.	
	
Well,	it	did	not	!			
Since	it	could	not	!	



																																			Tonnage			
derived	from	a	‘big-ship’	context,	via	coarse	ill-
suited	concepts	such	as	‘gross-‘	and	‘net-
tonnage’	was	super-imposed	on	a	Fleet	of	
much	smaller	hulls	but	never	unarguably-
quanPfiable.	Actual	Displacement/Weight	
should	been	but	was	not	part	of	the	equaWon!	
	
It	is	not	unheard	of	that	a	given	vessel	might	
see	its	‘tonnage’	numbers	change	through	its	
life-Pme	under	different	assessments	–	all	
without	any	serious	physical	alteraPons,	or	
without	impact	on	its	fishing-capacity.	
	



																																		Horsepower		
is	physically	indeed	much	less	ambiguous	than	
‘Tonnage’	since	typically	measured	by	the	
engine-manufacturer.				
					But	even	engine-power	is	subject	to	a	
certain	range	of	informal	opPons	available	to	
the	owner/operator	of	a	given	fishing-vessel	to	
quietly	enhance	it	within	certain	expectaPons	
of	reliability.			
					That	variability	of	actual	versus	‘original’	
output	is	part	of	the	spectrum	of	opPons	for	a	
good	number	of	engines	in	the	fleet.		
	



																								Which	leaves	‘Length’			
											But	to	put	it	bluntly,	‘Length’	is	not	‘Size’	!	
Throughout	the	recent	history	of	fishing	there	have	
been	60’	x	13’	fishing-crae,	as	there	are	60’	x	25’	
types,	with	the	laler	likely	more	than	doubling	the	
craa’s	structural	weight	and	thus	gear-	and	catch-
carrying	capacity	–	clearly	demonstrates	the	fuPlity	to	
ever	have	deemed	‘Length’	any	plausible	regulatory	
factor,	or	part	of	a	plausible	path	towards	EBFM.			
					Length-limitaPons	have	typically	led	to	wider,	
deeper,	heavier,	harder-to-drive	hulls	-	oeen	with	
decreasing	seaworthiness	and	reduced	ergonomics	–	
actually	supporWng	a	mulWplicaWon	of	fishing-effort.	
	



A	Fleet-Structure	frozen	in	Pme	by	ill-suited	Regs.	
	
In	an	age	when	increasing	fuel-costs	between	’99	and	
’14	made	most	other	industries	seek	technical	
soluPons	to	compensate	for	cost-increases	of	energy,		
					the	NOAA/NMFS/NEFMC/SSC	community	of	
scienPsts,	regulators	and	enforcers	insisted	upon	legal	
dictates	to	the	Fleet	that		
-	either	froze	the	then	current	Carbon-Intensity		
-	or	indicated	even	higher	levels	of	it	!			
					With	Length/Tonnage/Horsepower	the	‘preferred’	
regulatory	tools	for	over	two	decades,	their	long-term	
impact	upon	the	fleet	has	indeed	run	exactly	counter	
to	any	plausible	21st-century	Fleet	or,	hopes	for	EBFM.				



				Immediate	and	Longer-Term	Consequences:	
	
-	Between	the	Projected	Life-Span	of	each	fishing-
boat,		
-	and	the	disastrous	momentum	of	regulatorily-
prohibited	fleet-evoluPon	towards	lower-carbon	
opportuniPes	for	the	Fleet	in	the	Northeast	-	in	fact	
across	many	Council-Regions	across	the	naWon	–		
we	have	by	2016	arrived	at	a	persistent	High-Carbon	
Fleet-Structure	and	OperaPonal	Parameters	that	
neither	the	Bush	nor	the	Obama-AdministraPons	have	
taken	measures	to	miPgate	against.	
No	NOAA	Leaders	have	support	Low-Carbon	R-&-D	?!					



For	at	least	22	Years	now,	the	Fleet	has	been	dictated	
to	remain	frozen	in	this	remarkably-backwards	under-
evolved	state	of	evoluPon,	exposed	to		
-	Resource-FluctuaPons	as	we	are	experiencing	a	
severe	case	of,		
-	Fuel-Cost	FluctuaPons,	e.g.	the	360+%	rise	‘99-’14,		
-	and	thus	Unpredictable	Costs	for	Hull-Materials,	
Machinery	and	Consumables,		
-	the	equally-affected	Cost	of	Ice,	TransportaPon	of	
the	fish	to	processing	and	then	to	the	market	etc.	etc.		
-	all	before	the	rising	likelihood	of	dedicated	ecology-
driven	statutory	penalPes	for	Carbon-Overuse,	
however	defined	for	this	High-Carbon	Fleet.	



A	serious	‘High-Carbon’	PoliWcal	Liability	for	the	Fleet	
	
By	2015	this	industry	suffers	from	the	most	serious	
poliPcal	embarrassment	of	having	a	Deep	Fleet-
Structural	Liability	against	ever	appearing	any	Pme	
soon	as	the	'Stewarts	of	the	Fish-Resource‘,	such	as	
via	via	21st-century	low-carbon	vessel-alributes	and	
matching	highly-selecPve	fishing-methods.	
					Under	the	apparently	widespread	’50%-Model	
Hysteria’	many	of	their	leaders	–	such	as	the	North-
East	Seafood	CoaliPon	–	have	NEVER	CHALLENGED	
these	dubious	but	crushing	High-Carbon	Dictates.		
Instead,	since	NSC’s	founding,	they	have	submiled	to	
these	business-	and	resource-destrucPve	policies.	



Examples	of	LimiPng	Hull-EvoluPon	by	Length	#1	



Examples	of	LimiPng	Hull-EvoluPon	by	Length	
#2	



Examples	of	LimiPng	Hull-EvoluPon	by	Length	
#3	



	Examples	of	LimiPng	Hull-EvoluPon	by	Length	#	4	



Examples	of	LimiPng	Hull-EvoluPon	by	Length	#	5	



Examples	of	LimiPng	Hull-EvoluPon	by	Length		#	6	



Economic	RealiPes	of	High-Carbon	Dictates		
Just	a	Few	Hard	Numbers			

Under	these	NOAA/NMFS	‘High-Carbon	Regulatory	Dictates	here	the	
unavoidable	Long-Term	Vessel-Economical	Consequences	under		
$2.5/gal,		$4.-/gal		and		$5.-/gal		
-	using	one	current	local	High-Carbon	Type,	and		
-	a	matching	Low-Carbon	Type	we’d	offer	under	plausible	regula=ons:		
	
-	HC-type	@	4.26GPH	(or	1.46MPG)	-	1500hrs	=	6390gals	Annual	
Consump=on	
-	LC-type	@	1.13GPH	(or	6.67MPG)	-	1500hrs	=	1695gals	Annual	
Consump=on	
	
-	HC-type	Annual	Cost	@	1994-level		$1.1.-	=	$7,029.-,		@	$2.5.-	=	
$15,975.-,		@	$4.-	=	$25,560.-,		@	$5.-	=	$31,950.-	
-	LC-type	Annual	Cost	@	1994-level		$1.1.-	=	$1,865.-,		@	$2.5.-	=	$		
4,237.-,		@	$4.-	=	$		6,780.-,		@	$5.-	=	$		8,475.-	
	
The	Cost-Savings	of		LC-crae	over	current	HC-types	also	illustrates	
the	mid-term	protecPon	from	energy-price	spikes.	



3.	One	SoluPon:		Since	2003	we’ve	proposed	defining		
Vessel-’Size’	by	its		

	actual	measured	Weight/Displacement				
	

•  	Our	proposal	was	to	use	ubiquitous	Travel-Lies	to	weigh	the		
	fleet	at	50%	fuel,	NO	crew,	NO	gear,	NO	ice,	NO	shenanigans.		

•  	This	would	take	between	30	mins	and	2hrs	depending	upon	boat-		
	size,	ranging	from	just	a	few	thousand	pounds	to	400	tons	-		
	the	maximum	lie-capability	readily	accessible	in	New	England.	



RegulaPng	Vessel-Size	by	its	Weight	would	become		
the	catalyst	to	encourage	Fleet-Sustainability		

•  With	that	Vessel-Weight	and	the	Horsepower	Limit	
on	the	Fishing-Permit	owners	and	designers	would	
be	free	to	pursue		
-	low-carbon	and	eventually	least-carbon	hull-types,		
-	from	long-and-lean	mono-hulls		
-	to	various	mulP-hull	geometries.	
				

•  Most	would	likely	pursue	modest	fossil-,	bio-,	wind-
power	etc.	in	all	sorts	of	combinaPons	to	reduce	
their	operaPons’	exposure	to	oil-cost.	



What	alributes	would	a	21st-century	Low-
Carbon	Type	want	to	feature	?	

•  Least-Resistance	running	
•  Adequate	Stability	as	a	Work-Playorm	
•  Variable-Geometry	Drive-Train	for	distance-
running	versus	actual	localized	Fishing-Effort	

•  ExploraPon	of	harnessing	Wind-Power	via	Sails,	
Kites	etc.	assuming	cost	and	complexity	do	not	
undermine	any	economic	&	ergonomic	demands	

•  Least-Carbon	renewable	Hull-Materials	i.e.	
regional	Wood,	advanced	Wood-Composites	

•  Plausible	Degrees	of	Sinking-Resistance	



One	late	20th-Century	Open-Ocean		
Wooden-Hulled	Working-Type:	

1400+-tons	US	Navy	Ocean-Going	Minesweeper	“Avenger”	
Other	Wooden	Combatants	with	Soviet	Union/Russia,	Taiwan,	Germany,	Japan,	France,	Greece…		



Early	Hull-EvoluPon	driven	by	Economics:	
The	earlier	Fleets	by	Hull-Structure	and	Drive-Train	
Geometries	were	(inadvertently	!)	much	more	
sustainable	–	serving	as	obvious	precedents	



Leaner	Geometries	yet	–	here	built	1917-18	
REPURPOSED	for	Commercial	Fishing	into	the	1970s		

(Norman	Friedman:	US	Small	Combatants,	1987,	pp.28-30)	

1917	US	NAVY	Sub-Chaser	(SC)	
110’Length	(105’WL)		
15’5”Beam		(14’9”WL)		
5’11”	Drae	on	150,000lbs	Displ.	
3x220hp	x	16kts	

400+	built	for	coastal	defense,		
with	235	Trans-AtlanWc	Crossings	
in	USN	WW-1	duty,	on	a	Length-
to-Beam	raPo	of		7	:	1	



Demilitarized	Sub-Chasers	would	serve	fishing	
commercially	(incl.	side-trawling)	into	the	1970s		

Over	a	Dozen	worked	out	of	
Gloucester	alone,	

-	with	60+	between	SC	and	ME	
-	re-powered	with	single-

screw	140-200HP	–		
-	no	bow-thrusters	or	tugs,	
-	fishing	inshore	&	offshore	
-	year	round,		
-	Including	as	Eastern-Rigged	

Draggers	!	
(Photo	&	text	from	Peter	
K.Prybot’s	“White-Tipped	
Orange	Masts”,1998,p.145.)	

	



	
	

4.	DESIGN-OPTIONS	
Upon	Request	we’ve	done	short	wide	hulls	such	as	
this	‘Marina-Queen’	at	29’11”x14’6”	(2:1	length-to-
beam	raWo),	to	match	a	30-foot	berth-requirement		



Design	#679	(2007)	A	Low-Carbon,	Owner-
buildable,	Entry-Level	Inshore	Crae,		

30’8”	x7’8”x1’	(4.5:1	WL	Length-to-Beam	raPo)	



Design	#681	to	a	US	Navy	brief,	a	fast	40-foot	
Container-Correct	Coastal	Patrol-Boat	with	3000+lbs	
capacity,	39’1”	x7’5”x225hp	x25+kts		4.5	l/b	raPo	



Here	is	sketch	for	a	6000lbs	capacity	hull,	
powered	by	75hp	t	8kts,	on	40’(37’WL)	x	9’(8’4	
WL)	x	3’6”	with	a	Length-to-Beam	of	4.5.	



Inshore/Offshore	Fishing-Crae	Concept-Sketch	
w/	15,000lbs	capacity/30,000lbs	displ.		
50’x10’6”	x	100hp	x	9kts		5.4:1	l/b	



Here	is	an	example	for	a	30k-220/70D	type,	
measuring	60,000lbs	full	load	on	70’length	x	14’6”	

beam	(5.3:1	WL	raPo),	good	for	11kts		



30k-220/70D	Interior	Layout	



5.	Pushing	towards	a	Sustainable	Fishing	Fleet	
and	matching	RegulaPon	starPng	Nov.	3,	2002		

-	We	started	raising	the	issue	
locally	with	Mayor	Bell,	also	
head	of	the	North-East	Seafood	
CoaliPon,	
-	pushing	the	agenda	in	print,	
-	and	doing	much	talking,		
incl.	mulPple	tesPfying	before	
the	New	England	Fisheries		
Management	Council	between		
2003	and	now	early	2016.	



In	the	Sept.	‘04	issue	NATIONAL	FISHERMAN		
helped	take	the	Idea	naPonally	



An	Evening	discussing	the	OpportuniPes	at	the		
Gloucester	MariPme	Heritage	Center	Dec	‘04	

-	A	panel	offered	a	variety	of	
perspecPves	,	incl.		North-East	
NMFS-Rep.	Allison	Fereira,		
MIT	Prof.	Cliff	Goudey,	
Fisherman	David	Marciano.	
-	NMFS	offered	a	2-Year	
Experimental	Fishing	Permit		
to	explore	advanced	hull	
geometries	across	Fisheries	
and	Seasons.			
-	No	Interest	from	Industry	Chiefs!	
None	were	present	that	night…	
	



It	would	take	another	11	months	to	get	the	
PerspecPve	into	the	Gloucester	Daily	Times	by		

Nov.	26th	2005	–	some	3-years	aeer	we	offered	it.	



ICES	Conference	Oct.30	–	Nov.3,	2006	
in	Boston,	Massachusels	

During	5	Days	of	densely	
Scheduled	Seminars	and		
Discussions,	there	would	not		
be	a	single	event	discussing		
THE	RELEVANCE	OF	ACCELERATING		
ENERGY-COST	in	the	businesses		
of	Fishermen	and	their		
Families	and	CommuniPes.	
					A	Month	before,	we	had	
proposed	to	the	organizers	to	
hold	at	least	a	Round-Table…	



By	Summer	of	2007	AcceleraPng	Fuel-Cost	galvanizes	
about	60	Fishers	and	Key	Harborside	Stakeholders			



FISHERMAN	LIFE,	the	Regional	Fishing	Monthly		
in	BriPsh	Columbia	by	December	2007	publishes		
a	Fisher’s	and	a	Designer’s	Shared	PerspecPve		



FISHERMAN	LIFE,	December	2007,	pp.	26-31	



Spring	2008	New	England’s	Major	Regional	ENGO		
CONSERVATION	LAW	FOUNDATION	offers	support	



Heading	towards	$147.50.-/barrel	of	oil		
Summer	2008	



New	Mayor	and	New	Chamber	of	Commerce	Chief	
understand	the	need	for		

a	Sustainable	Fleet	to	have	a	Sustainable	Port		



NATIONAL	FISHERMAN	on	#679,	Nov.	2009	



May	24,	2015	
	
1600	words	
Full	Page	Opinion	
in	the	Paper-of-
Record	
in	the	NaPon’s	most	
lucraPve	Fishing-
Port.	



Samples	of	PB&F	Commentaries	on	recent	
Federal/Regional	Regulatory	IniPaPves	

 

                                                    Comment   
                                                             on  

                          Omnibus Amendment to Simplify Vessel Baselines  
                                         (DRAFT published July’14 2014)  
                                                                 by 
           Susanne Altenburger of Phil Bolger & Friends Inc. (PB&F)  (09/22/14) 
	
- 1.  Who are we ? 
Since 1952 we have been in the business of designing boat with the Archive featuring plans for craft ranging in size 
of between 40lbs and 1.050.000lbs, 5’6” to 270’, for human-power, sail, inboard- and outboard-power, steam, 
gasoline, diesel, in a range of materials from conventional wooden-construction over various types of wood-
composite, solid and cored fiberglass, ferro-cement, steel and aluminum.   Clients include children, commercial 
operators, yachtsmen, research-institutions, governmental agencies.  
     With the first national exposure actually in a glossy national periodical in March of 1948, a growing number of 
publications has now by come to include well over 600 such articles on our work in about every format, mostly for 
North-American readership, with certain efforts by and in overseas periodicals as well. That significant output led to 
McGraw-Hill proposing the first of what would be a series of 6 books on our work starting in 1972.  More 
manuscripts are in the process of editing.   
For more, examine for instance WIKIPEDIA:  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phil_Bolger 
 
This body of work led in 2002 the US Navy to reach to us – with Phil Bolger then at 74 years of age (!) - to consider 
resumption of an earlier modest series of USN-sponsored (USN) consultancies then reaching back several decades.  
This time however, a much denser sequence of work would come to emerge.   
     Some of our thinking was substantial enough to recently see very public support by an active-duty USN CAPT 
and Prof. at the Naval War College in Newport RI along with a retired CDR, now a mid-level civilian technologist 
at USN’s Naval Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA).  In co-authorship with me, Susanne Altenburger of PB&F as 
the Lead-Author, this article on PB&F’s proposal for an advanced medium-speed heavy-lift assault landing-craft, 
named LCU-F, appeared in the top-level Monthly on matters US Navy, US Marine Corps (USMC) and US Coast 
Guard (USCG) - the “PROCEEDINGS of the US Naval Institute”.  Here is the link to our piece in the July’13 issue   
http://www.usni.org/magazines/proceedings/2013-07/landing-craft-21st-century    Also GOOGLE  ‘LCU-F’. 
 
This presentation to the USN/USMC community then resulted in the direct personal attention by the Commandant 
of USMC, General Amos, explicitly referring to our work as one of four projects to focus further attention on.  
http://www.usni.org/magazines/proceedings/2014-06/bridging-our-surface-connector-gap	
Our thinking has thus reached the direct personal and fully-publicized attention of one of the highest level of 
decision-makers in the Pentagon - the boss of the Marines, the Commandant. 
 
 
- 2.  Why would we want to comment on this Vessel Baselines Amendment ? 
As our civilian published record reflects – only a good fraction of our actual output - , we’ve had opportunity to 
design a range of Inshore- and Offshore Fishing-Craft, along with several marine-scientific research-craft.  
     Since the Summer of 2002 PB&F has been concerned with the emerging deterioration in the economics of our 

																													Comment			
																																													on		
										NOAA’s	Office	of	Science	and	Technology’s	Efforts		
																																																			towards																					
“CreaPng	an	Ecosystem-Based	Fishery	Management	Policy“	(EBFM-Policy)		
																																																			based	on		
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6. “New	Public	Policies	to	leave	the		
			50%-Myopia	and	AnW-InnovaWon	Evil	behind”	
	

											Over	a	Dozen	vital	Elements	to	raPonalize		
		under-evolved	Commercial	Fisheries	Governance:	
	
	

6.	1.		CorrecWng	the	Incomplete	DefiniWon	of	EBFM:		
Once	the	resource	is	subject	to	industrial	harvest,	the	
Commercial	Fishing	Fleet	is	an	inextricable	man-made	
part	of	the	ecology	of	the	resource.			
	
Therefore	the	Fleet	is	inherently	and	unavoidably	one	
central	element	of	any	plausible	definiWon	of	EBFM.	



6.	2.			Emphasis	on	the	'TRIPOD	OF	SUSTAINABILITY'	to	
assure	EBFM-correct	Fishing-Fleet	Sustainability:		
		
-		Leg	1.	Sustainable	Resource-Management,	based	on	
stock-assessment	and	emerging	Eco-System	
knowledge;	
-		Leg	2.	Sustainable	Fleet-Structure,	based	on	Least-
Carbon	Vessel-Economics	and	Fleet-Prac=ces;	
-		Leg	3.	Sustainable	Shore-Side	Infrastructure	typically	
in	socio-economically	well-evolved	communi=es.	
	
6.	3.		Removal	of	the	explicit	AnW-InnovaWon	
regulatory	obstacles	put	in	place	between	‘94	and	‘99.	



6.	4.			'Stress-Test'/	Purge	of	any	and	all	High-Carbon	
Federal	and	State	RegulaWon.	
	
6.	5.		RaWonalizing	Fleet-Parameter	by	just	using	
measured	Weight	and	Horsepower	remain	the	sole	
direct	and	honest	indicators	of	any	vessel’s	‘size’	and	
resource-lethality.			
					SSC/NEFMC/NMFS/NOAA	concepts,	reflexes,	
analyWc	metrics	urgently	need	to	be	updated	to	these	
two	sole	restricWons	upon	vessel-size	growth.		
	
	



6.	6.	Federal	and	industry	collaboraWon	(following	
other	such	well-established	examples	of	it)fuelled	by	
grant-driven	R-&-D	processes	to	arrive	at	broadly-
accessible	innovaWons	for	the	industry	in	a	decisive	
move	to	help	the	fleet	recover	from	now	over	21	years	
of	dictated	stagnaWon,	dictated	prohibiWon	to	ever	
become	ecologically	fully	sustainable	in	the	
comprehensive	definiWon	offered	by	EBFM.	
	
6.	7.		Revitalize	and	fine-tune	federal	fleet-support	
programs	already	on	the	books	to	help	the	fleet	to	
begin	to	make	up	for	these	tragically-destrucWve	21	
years	of	dictated	developmental	stagnaWon.	



6.	8.			IncenWvize	the	Industry	to	Migrate	Laterally	
towards	such	Advanced	Sustainable	Fishing	Craa:	
a.	Re-Write	Federal	Fleet-Building	LegislaWon	of	late	
'70s/early	'80s	by	exchanging	'capacity-building‘	
references	with	‘Low-/	Least-Carbon'/'Sustainable	
Seafood	Supply	Security'/'Na=onal	Energy	
Security'	context	to	focus	funding	on	'green'	types.	
b.	Compel	largest	'green'	advocacy	groups	to	directly	
financially	support	the	'migraWon'	towards	the	
'greenest/most	sustainable'	commercial	fishing	fleet	
anywhere	in	the	world.	
c.	IncenWvize	fishers	with	tax-incenWves,	low-interest	
loan	programs,	grants,	addiWonal	quota	units.	
	



6.	9.			Offer	in	Any	'Bail-Out/Buy-Out'	Program	a	
‘MigraWon’-OpWon	to	Support	Fishers	MigraWng	
Laterally	into	Sustainable	Hulls	and	Fishing-Methods:			
Retaining	and	demographically	balancing	the	industry's	
local	and	regional	industrial	knowledge-base	is	vital	to	
its	resilience.						
	
6.	10.		Offer	explicit	REWARDS	(quota,	access	etc.)	to	
excepWonal	fishers	pursuing	their	own	path-breaking	
innovaWons	towards	21st-century	EBFM-correct	
fishing-craa	and	fishing-methods.	“Green	High-Liner	
of	the	Year…”	



6.	11.		IniWate	explicitly-focused	R-&-D	into	Choke-
Species-evading	fishing-methods	that	leave	e.g.	Cod	
alone	but	‘targets’	abundant	species	instead.	
	
6.12.		Resource-PrivaWzing		'ConsolidaWon'	runs	
counter	to	all	desirable	Resource-Ecological,	Energy-
PoliWcal,	Socio-Economic	Values,	as	it	violates	the	
Inextricable	Link	between	Resource-	and	Industry-and	
thus	Community-Sustainability.	
	
6.13.		Include	this	whole	policy-cluster	into	the	current	
draaing	of	the	Magnusson-Steven	ReauthorizaWon	
package	!						



7.	What	about	‘Economies-of-Scale’		
	to	achieve	Industry-'Sustainability'	?	

	

•  Such	proposals	are	typically		
-	Highly-Capitalized,			
-	Centrally-Managed	OperaPons		
-	running	much	fewer	numbers	of		
-	larger	so-called	'State-of-the-Art'	vessels.		
			

•  This	model	typically	means		
-	de	facto	'CorporaPzaPon'	of	the	Industry,		
usually	going	hand-in-hand	with		
-	the	consPtuPonally-dubious	casual	privaPzaPon	of		
the	publicly-owned	seafood	resource.	
	

•  Oeen	highly	specialized,	they	are	deemed	more	'efficient'.				
	



But	that	large-boat	fleet's	'efficiency'	has	
Inherent	LiabiliPes:	

	1.		It	is	perpetually	at	Risk	of	Under-Responsiveness	to	
commercial	fishing's	Inherent	UncertainPes.	
																																																																													

2.		It	is	less	suited	for	small	ports	near	fishing-grounds,	and	will		
						thus	typically	face	Longer	Steaming-Distances	once	nearby		
						resources	are	depleted.	

																																																																																																																																				

3.		PoliPcally	and	socio-economically		corporate	employees		
						differ	substanPally	from	owner-operators	deeply	rooted	in	
						community-dynamics.	

	

4.		Advanced	resource-detecPon	electronics	are	becoming		
					affordable,	useable	aboard	even	smaller	crae.	

																																																																																																																	

5.		In	a	mulP-species	ecology	under	uncertain	energy-cost	
CONSOLIDATED	SPECIALIZED	FLEETS	might	not	have	the	
expected	economic	sustainability.	

	
	

																																																																	
	

	



8.	Are	there	any	ConstrucPve	Partners	to	help	
overcome	this	tragic	DistorPon	of	the	Fleet	and	its	
OperaPons	towards	a	21st-century	Natural	EvoluPon	

•  Between	1999	and	2008	a	Barrel	of	Oil	went	from	high	$10s	
to	$148.	
			

•  But	the	subject-maler	never	found	its	way	on	to	the	
regulatory	agenda	in	the	North-East,	elsewhere	in	the	US	
nor	onto	the	Federal	Agenda	under	“D”	or	“R”	leadership.			
																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																								

•  And	while	e.g.	by	2007	60	local	fishers	and	port	stake-
holders	agreed,	industry-leaders	never	resonated.	
	

•  Apart	from	temporarily-friendly	CLF	and	steadfast	
ECOTRUST,		OCEANA,	Ocean	Conservancy,		EDF	and	PEW	
remained	consistently	indifferent	on	these	challenges.	
	



	
•  In	fact	in	the	North-East	EDF	and	PEW	aggressively	pushed	

one	parPcular	type	of	Catch-Shares	System	under		
Amendment	16	to	the	Federal	Magnuson-Stevens	Act,		
effecPve	May	1st	2010.			
	

•  But	they	did	not	include	any	explicit	provisions	to	enhance	
overall	Industry	Sustainability	in	response	to	growing	
environmental	and	energy-cost	challenges.	No	
Amendments.	
	

•  Instead,	as	predicted	by	criPcs,	ConsolidaPon	is	occurring.		
And	that	shrinking	fleet	will	remain	unreformed	'High-
Carbon'.	
	

•  Academia	such	as	the	regional	NORTH-EAST	CONSORTIUM,	
SEA-GRANT	etc.	has	remained	indifferent	to	the	challenge	to	
match	Resource-Sustainability	with	Fleet-Sustainability.	
					



•  As	a	consequence	most	poliPcians	have	been	led	to	
believe	that	it	is	plausible	to	trust	that	'leadership'.	
	

•  On	a	Macro-level		both	in	the	U.S.	and	in	Canada	the	
heavy	legacy	of	hard	'Length'-LimitaWons	conWnues	to	
stand	de	facto	in	the	way	of	the		evoluWon	towards	
Lower-Carbon	Design	and	OperaWon.	
	

•  In	Massachusels	for	instance,	there	are	a	few	
excepPons	on	State	and	University-levels	to	this	
atmosphere	of	otherwise	widespread	indifference	to	
this	remarkable	set	of	Federal	and	regional	policy-
failures.	
	
	



•  Instead,	by	early	2016,	most	of	that	Regulatory-,	
Academic-,	and	Industry-‘Leadership'	keeps	dwelling	on		
who	gets	what	fish	when	and	where...				
	

•  And	things	are	not	much	beler	in	Canada	nor	much	of	
Europe,	where	a	similar	conceptual	myopia	has	done	
lille	to	alleviate	that	set	of	Fleets’	Carbon	Foot-print.	
	

•  In		Gloucester,	Fishermen	with	limited	allocaPon,	who	
likely	could	have	made	it	on	low-carbon	crae,	have	
gone	bankrupt.	
	

•  And	much	of	the	rest	of	the	industry	may	indeed	be	
doomed	as	well.	
	



9.	Federal	Overarching	Guidelines	to	help	structure	
a				

		more	Eco-correct	Future	for	Resource	and	Fleet	?	
Not	in	any	of	these	efforts…	!	



In	any	of	these	?		Not	Really…		Etc.	etc.	



10.	What’s	the	Core-Problem	then?	
•  1.	Staffing	Choices:	
How	many	folks	like	“Designers	of	Boats”	are	on	the	
Personnel-Roster	of	NOAA,	NMFS,	NEFMC,	SSC	?			
Are	there	any,	anywhere	?	
	

•  2.	Not-Invented-Here	Reflexes	(?):	
Without	seasoned	‘Boat-Freak’	staffers,	who’d	think	
of	these	quesPons	in	the	process	of	considering	and	
wriPng	such	regulaPons	?	
	

•  3.	Indifference	to	‘Outside’-Input	-	despite	the	
nominal	‘formality’	of	asking	for	‘Public	Input’.	
	
The	Results	are	dark	for	science,	industry	and	
resource.	



11.	In	Conclusion:		

•  The	idea	of	a		Sustainable	Fishing	Fleet	is	a	conceptual	
challenge	which	has	yet	to	be	met	by	the	Fishing-	and	
Regulatory	Leadership	on	this	conPnent	-	if	not		that		in	most	
other	places	as	well	...			
	

•  Instead	of	the	Tri-Pod	of	Sustainability,	leading	
environmentalist	are	deeply	invested	in	the	embarrassing	
pursuit	of	some	Monopod-Idea	of	presumed	Sustainability.	
	

•  So	far,	no	ScienPsts	are	engaging	in	the	full	100%-spectrum	
of	Challenge	on	the	table	under	the	need	to	align	Resource-
Ecology	with	Fishing-Fleet	Economics.		No	SSC	has	by	2016	!?		
	

•  By	early	2016,	do	we	know	of	any	explicit	low-carbon	
Commercial	Fishing	Fleet-Restructuring	anywhere	??	



One	of	several	remarkable	consequences	of	this	history	of	
conceptual	and	thus	regulatory	failure	is,	for	instance,	the	

professional	track-record	of	an	EDF	Senior	Ecologist:		
	

	NOAA	Administrator	and	Under-Secretary		
Professor	Jane	Lubchenco		

	
She	arrived	in	2009	facing	a	High-Carbon	Fishing-Fleet	and	by	

2013	came	to	leave	this	highest	eco-centric	science-posiPon	in	any	
AdministraPon	-	without	ever	expressing	any	interest	in	

addressing	NOAA/NMFS’s	High-Carbon	Dictates	since	1994	upon	
the	Commercial	Fishing-Fleet.		

	
This	third-oldest	of	industries	remains	one	of	the	best	‘Canary-in-the-

Coal-Mine’	indicators	of	serious	degradaPon	of	our	oceans.	
	

Would	she	thus	rank	historically	as	the		
top	“High-Carbon	dictaPng	Ecologist“	?					

	
	



By	2016	there	is	no	NOAA/NMFS	R&D	program	towards	
any	Low-Carbon	Fishing-Types.	
	
Even	if	we	at	PB&F	funded	such	a	project	ourselves,	we	
would	sPll	not	be	allowed	to	realisPcally	experiment	all	
the	way	towards	developing	one	or	several	21st-century	
Low-to-Least-Carbon	Fishing-Type.	
	
And	then	Fishers	would	not	be	allowed	to	apply	their	
‘Permit’/’Catch-Share’	to	such	a	type	in	their	own	use…	
																				------------------------------------------------	
We	have	proposed	a	Public-Private	Research-
Partnership	to	at	long	last	catch	up	with	the	likely	
EvoluPon	of	the	Fleet	had	that	not	been	shut	down.																																																																																							



	
	

How	“Green”	is	your		
UNOLS	Research-Fleet	???	




